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Abstract

With the advancement and the wide deployment of
the Internet of Things (IoT), Low Power Wide Area
Network (LPWAN) technologies will respond to ap-
plications requiring low power and long range fea-
tures. In this context, mobility is an additional re-
quirement needed by several applications including
supply chain monitoring and health-care supervision.
Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) as an extension of In-
ternet Protocol (IP) is used in the LPWAN protocol
stack since it provides mobility management. But
PMIPv6 does not provide secure access for mobile
nodes joining to the network. In this paper, we pro-
pose a new mobility solution for LPWAN based on
PMIPv6 and we provide a new authentication mecha-
nism to achieve secure access to the network. There-
after, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
solution by simulation using the Network Simulator
3 (NS-3) and by theoretical analysis. Moreover, the
security of the proposed authentication mechanism is
assessed using an informal security analysis as well
as using the AVISPA validation tool. Finally, we
compare the performance of our solution with other
proposed solutions where we show the improvements
made by our solution with respect to several param-
eters and requirements.

Keywords – IoT, LPWAN, Mobility,
PMIPv6, Security, Authentication.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the global network
of interconnected devices serving various functions
by which people have the ability to monitor, make
decisions and control devices placed in faraway loca-
tions [1]. The primary considerations for IoT deploy-
ment are network hierarchy, link management and
association security. To attain these considerations,
several IoT communication technologies are invented
and can be categorized according to the link char-
acteristics. The three major categories for IoT tech-
nologies are: Low Rate Wireless Personal Area Net-
work (LR-WPAN) [2] like ZigBee [3] and Bluetooth
[4], Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) [5]
like LoRaWAN [6] and Sigfox [7], cellular-based tech-
nologies like the Fifth Generation (5G) technology
standard for broadband cellular networks [8]. How-
ever, LPWAN technologies are suitable for applica-
tions that need long range and low data rate commu-
nications [9].

Several applications based on LPWAN such as
supply chain monitoring, healthcare supervision and
transportation system tracking require mobility and
dynamic change of location [10, 11]. In this context,
several existing proposals based on IPv6 adopt Mo-
bile IPv6 (MIPv6) as a solution to address the mo-
bility in LPWAN. This is convenient with the adop-
tion of IPv6 over constrained LPWAN networks as
stated in the IETF LPWAN workgroup [12]. How-
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ever, adding Internet Protocol (IP) to LPWAN pro-
tocol stack leads to overhead and additional signal-
ing. Thus, suitable countermeasures should be used
to overcome these drawbacks. For that, several com-
pression mechanisms are proposed to compress the
IPv6 headers such as 6LoWPAN [13], Robust Header
Compression (ROHC) [14] and Static Context Header
Compression (SCHC) [15].
Furthermore, Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [16]

is one of IPv6 extensions providing network-based
mobility since the Mobile Node (MN) does not con-
tribute to the signaling procedure, where a new net-
work entity is added to perform the mobility update
procedure on behalf of the MN.
In addition to the part related to the network hier-

archy and the link management, security is an imper-
ative requirement to ensure secure access to the net-
work, and secure communication with the network
and the corresponding node. The establishment of
a secure connection necessitates a secure authentica-
tion mechanism that should take into consideration
the LPWAN limitations such as the payload length,
the number of messages sent per day, the memory ca-
pacity, and the processing power. Secure access can
be provided at link-layer by the underlying technol-
ogy like the join procedure in LoRaWAN [17], or at
network layer using a security protocol like IPsec [18],
or at transport and application layers.
In this context, the main contributions of this pa-

per are the following:

• We propose a new mobility solution for LPWAN
based on PMIPv6 and using SCHC compression
algorithm, with a light authentication mechanism
for secure access.

• We evaluate the solution performance by theoreti-
cal analysis and we validate it by simulation using
Network Simulator 3 (NS-3).

• We evaluate the solution security according to com-
mon and mobility-related security issues as well as
using AVISPA validation tool.

• We compare our solution with several existing so-
lutions in terms of performance and security, in
addition to other parameters.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we define mobility and its different types,

then we present several existing works that aim to
provide mobility in LPWANs. In Section 3, we ex-
plain PMIPv6 mobility management protocol along
with MN attachment and handoff process, then we fo-
cus on the protocol security. In Section 4, we present
our mobility management solution in LPWAN includ-
ing an authentication mechanism to provide secure
access, focusing also on network architecture and dif-
ferent mobility scenarios. In Section 5, we present the
solution implementation using NS-3, then we evalu-
ate the performance and the security of our solution.
In Section 6, we compare our solution to several pro-
posed solutions, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND RE-
LATED WORKS

In this section, we define mobility and the types of
mobility, then we show existing solutions that im-
prove mobility in LPWAN. As a definition of mo-
bility, it is the movement of an MN (which is the
End Device (ED) in LPWAN) that causes the release
of the established radio link with the current point
of attachment, and the establishment of a new radio
link with the next point of attachment. Thus the MN
will regain access to the previously established session
with the corresponding node. To achieve decent mo-
bility management with pre-qualified requirements,
suitable mobility management protocols should be
adapted, developed and deployed. We use also the
term “handoff” which reflects the part of mobility-
related to the switching from the previous to the new
radio link. In other words, mobility management can
be seen as a combination of handoff management [19]
and location management [20], where the latter is
related to location tracking and paging. Based on
mobility requirements and handoff scenarios, several
types of mobility could be identified. Therefore, we
define the types of mobility based on the types of
handoff:

• Homogeneous Intra-Domain: when the MN
mo- ves from the coverage of a point of attachment
to another that belongs to the same operator and
has the same link-layer technology.
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• Heterogeneous Intra-Domain: when the MN
mo- ves from the coverage of a point of attachment
to another that belongs to the same operator and
has different link-layer technology.

• Homogeneous Inter-Domain: when the MN
mo- ves from the coverage of a point of attachment
to another that belongs to different operator and
has the same link-layer technology.

• Heterogeneous Inter-Domain: when the MN
mo- ves from the coverage of a point of attachment
to another that belongs to different operator and
has different link-layer technology.

An important requirement in particular mobility
scenarios is session continuity, where the mobility so-
lution should ensure the continuity of the established
session between the MN and the Correspondent Node
(CN). In addition, a minimum handoff delay should
be respected to consider the cases of MNs with high
mobility rates and velocities. Furthermore, LPWAN
technologies are considered independent technologies,
since there is no framework aggregating the different
technologies to work together, which complicates the
link-layer handoff. In the literature, several solutions
are proposed to remedy the lack of mobility feature
in LPWANs, each trying to achieve a certain type
of mobility. Right away, we briefly present several
LPWAN mobility solutions.

Distribution servers-based mobility solution for
LoR- aWAN is proposed by Lamberg-Liszkay and
Lisauskas [21]. The authors propose to add a new en-
tity called the distribution server in each LoRaWAN
network which acts as a broker entity to achieve a
distributed mobility system instead of the central-
ized mobility system relying on the join server in Lo-
RaWAN [22]. Each two distribution servers collab-
orate together and have four services used to man-
age device mobility: registration service, database
service, message distribution service, and informa-
tion exchange service. The registration service is
used to register either new devices which the distri-
bution server will handle their mobility management
later, or new distribution servers to collaborate with
them. Information related to these devices or distri-
bution servers are conserved in the database using

the database service. The message distribution ser-
vice is responsible for packet routing based on the
network identifier field included in the packet. This
field is processed by the service to check if the ulti-
mate destination belongs to a distribution server hav-
ing an active collaboration with the help of database
service. The information service is used to regularly
update collaboration information between distribu-
tion servers. This solution contributes mainly to ho-
mogeneous inter-domain handoff for LoRaWAN tech-
nology, but the limitation is in the peer-to-peer com-
munication approach between distribution servers, as
there is no routing algorithm for the collaboration be-
tween multiple distribution servers at the same time
which adds a lot of redundant traffic.

In another work carried out by Durand et al. [23],
the authors propose the use of blockchain and smart
contracts to attain a blockchain-based join procedure
in LoRaWAN. In the smart contract, they define two
functions. The first is the registration function exe-
cuted by the Network Server (NS) which binds the
device JoinEUI with its home NS address, thereafter
adds this binding to the blockchain using the smart
contract. The second is the address getter function
executed by any NS that needs to know the home
NS address of a device trying to connect through its
GWs. Thus after receiving a join request from a de-
vice containing a JoinEUI, the visited NS executes
this smart contract function and obtains the home
network address of the device, and if a collabora-
tion agreement exists between the two servers, the
join procedure is completed as defined in LoRaWAN
specifications [17]. This solution contributes to ho-
mogeneous inter-domain handoff for LoRaWAN tech-
nology, but the disadvantage is in the time needed
to verify transactions and its deployment has a cost
since transaction validations are not free.

The omnipresence of IP in typical network archi-
tectures and the features provided by IP networks
encourage Ayoub et al. [24] to integrate IP in Lo-
RaWAN. However, an overhead of 40 bytes is caused
by the use of IPv6. Thus, a suitable variant of a
compression algorithm called SCHC [15] is used to
overcome this drawback. The authors propose an op-
timization of SCHC called Mobile SCHC (MSCHC)
which is integrated with the mobility feature provided
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by Mobile IPv6 (MIPv6). This solution comes with
the benefit of integrating IPv6 in LPWAN, hence the
solution provides a heterogeneous inter-domain hand-
off for LoRaWAN and NB-IoT technologies. The
challenge in this solution is the network discovery
since the used technologies are different.

In order to improve the previous solution, the au-
thors Ayoub et al. [25] propose a media-independent
solution providing seamless handoff and session conti-
nuity by proactively initiating handoff independently
of the used link-layer technology. This solution is
based on IEEE 802.21 framework called the Media
Independent Handoff (MIH) framework [26]. The ex-
changes expected to take place between the device,
the home network, the visited network and the mo-
bility management server are initiated by either the
device or the network according to the used config-
uration. As key features, this solution leverages the
three features of MIPv6 networks with low overhead
due to the use of MSCHC recalled Dynamic Context
Header Compression (DCHC), and the session conti-
nuity provided by the MIH.

Although the mentioned solutions provide different
capabilities and application requirements, they did
not focus on the security side. The last two mobility
solutions [24, 25] are based on MIPv6. However, sev-
eral IPv6-based mobility protocols exist like Proxy
MIPv6 [16], Fast MIPv6 [27], Hierarchical MIPv6
[28], etc. Nonetheless, PMIPv6 is more suitable for
IoT networks since it provides network-based mobil-
ity and low power consumption for MNs [29]. In the
next section, we provide an overview of how PMIPv6
protocol assists in providing light mobility for MN
and the security in PMIPv6.

3 PROXY MOBILE IPV6

3.1 Protocol Overview

Proxy Mobile IPv6 (PMIPv6) [16] is a network-based
mobility management protocol. PMIPv6 belongs to
network based category [30] because new entities re-
sponsible for the tracking of MN movement and ini-
tiating signaling procedures on the behalf of MN are
added to the network, therefore network modification

is needed to support PMIPv6. The newly added en-
tities are the Local Mobility Anchor (LMA) and the
Mobile Access Gateway (MAG). PMIPv6 is also con-
sidered a local mobility management protocol since
it is designed to manage device mobility within the
same domain.

MAG is the entity responsible for tracking the MN
movements and initiating the binding update proce-
dure on its behalf. LMA is the entity responsible for
maintaining MN accessibility to the CN and oper-
ates with MAG to perform the handoff and binding
update procedure.

Two fundamental procedures are defined in
PMIPv6, the first is the MN attachment where it at-
taches for the first time to the PMIPv6 domain con-
trolled by the LMA through one of the MAGs. The
second is the MN handoff when it moves between dif-
ferent MAGs connected to the same LMA, i.e., the
same PMIPv6 domain or network operator.

The first procedure is shown in Figure 1. After the
MN attachment at the lower layer, usually link-layer
like LoRaWAN and Zigbee, the MAG fetches the MN
unique identifier in the PMIPv6 domain, either from
information saved in its database, or by other ways
for authentication. The MN sends a Router Solici-
tation (Rtr Sol) message to MAG in order to config-
ure its network layer interface, then the MAG sends
a Proxy Binding Update (PBU) message to LMA
which replies with Proxy Binding Acknowledgement
(PBA) to MAG including the MN Home Network
Prefix (MN-HNP) used by the MN to configure its
network layer interface, and LMA creates a bidirec-
tional tunnel with the MAG used for packet routing
and a BCE for this MN. Finally, the MAG replies
with Router Advertisement (Rtr Adv) message to the
MN containing the MN-HNP.

The second procedure is shown in Figure 2. When
the previous MAG detects the MN detachment at the
lower layer, it sends a DeRegistration PBU (DeReg
PBU) message to LMA which accepts the deregistra-
tion after a certain duration and sends back PBA to
the previous MAG to delete the established tunnel.
When the MN attaches to the next MAG, the latter
performs the first procedure again and finally sends
the Rtr Adv message. This message is detected by
the MN which finds the same HNP in the message,
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Figure 1: Mobile node attachment to PMIPv6 do-
main.

therefore it retains the same network layer address.
In other words, this procedure is completely trans-
parent to the MN network layer interface.

Regarding the packet routing, any packet sent by
the MN to the CN is intercepted by the MAG which
encapsulates it in another packet having the MAG
address as the tunnel source point address (also called
the Proxy Care-of Address) and the LMA address as
the tunnel endpoint address. Upon packet arriving
at LMA, it decapsulates the packet and sends it to
the CN. The inverse applies for packets sent by the
CN to the MN.

3.2 Protocol Security

There are two essential security aspects to review
in PMIPv6. First, we have to consider the security
of signaling messages exchanged during MN attach-
ment and MN handoff between the MAG and LMA.
According to PMIPv6 specification, the security of
signaling messages exchanged is ensured using IPsec
[31] between MAG and LMA. In this way, signaling
message confidentiality, integrity and authenticity are
ensured.

Second, the MN identification using the MN iden-
tifier is a difficult challenge. When the MN attaches

Figure 2: Mobile node handoff from previous MAG
to next MAG in the same PMIPv6 domain.

to the point of attachment, the MAG should be able
to obtain the MN identifier in order to check its au-
thenticity and its right to access network services.
The specifications for how MAG achieves this truth
are not given in PMIPv6 which assumes to have a
pre-established mutual trust between MN and MAG.
Therefore, we focus on this part of authentication re-
quired to provide secure access to PMIPv6 domain.

Several security solutions are proposed to solve this
problem. A little far from LPWAN, an important
work integrating the power of PMIPv6 with MIH is
done by Sharma et al. [32]. The authors also re-
dress the problem of secure access to PMIPv6 domain
by the proposition of an authentication mechanism.
This solution is designed to operate for IoT devices in
5G networks. Another work achieved by Shin et al.
[33] proposes a route optimization for PMIPv6 and an
authentication mechanism for smart home IoT net-
works. Chuang and Lee [34] tries also to provide se-
cure access along with the integration of Fast MIPv6
to provide low handoff latency and resolve the packet
loss problem. However, these solutions do not fit LP-
WAN requirements, thus we propose a new mobility
solution with an appropriate authentication mecha-
nism.
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4 PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this section, we present our proposed mobility so-
lution for LPWANs. In Subsection 4.1, we cite the
main requirements taken into consideration to de-
velop the mobility solution. In Subsection 4.2, we
show the MN protocol stack. In Subsection 4.3, we
show the evolved network architecture. In Subsec-
tion 4.4, we show how the solution reacts in different
cases of mobility. The authentication scheme that
aims to ensure legal MN access to the PMIPv6 do-
main is presented in Subsection 4.5. In Subsection
4.6, we show a complete mobility scenario to provide
a better understanding of entities’ collaboration.

4.1 Requirements

In order to propose an efficient mobility solution, sev-
eral requirements should be taken into consideration
as shown below:

✓ Minimum signaling: the number of signaling mes-
sages exchanged to perform the handoff procedure
in the mobility solution should be minimized as
much as possible, since the increase in the number
of signaling messages leads to an increase in the
overall handoff latency and power consumption.

✓ Minimum overhead: which is the header added by
signaling messages to perform the handoff proce-
dure. This overhead should be minimized since
several LPWAN technologies have limitations in
the payload length and the number of messages
sent per day.

✓ Operational with current protocols: the proposed
mobility solution should be able to work smoothly
with current protocols at different stack layers.

✓ Global accessibility: the proposed mobility solution
should ensure MN accessibility by the CN wherever
the device is located.

✓ Energy-efficient communication: the proposed mo-
bility solution should give particular care to the
power consumption of MNs since we deal with
resource-limited devices in terms of battery life-

time, bandwidth efficiency and embedded re-
sources.

✓ Secure access and authentication: the authentica-
tion of an MN trying to perform the handoff proce-
dure should be properly secured since the violation
of the authentication mechanism leads to severe se-
curity issues.

4.2 Protocol Stack

The protocol stack implemented in the MN is repre-
sented in Figure 3. The layers presented in the figure
are discussed below.

Figure 3: Mobile node protocol stack.

4.2.1 Upper Layers

These layers contain the application and transport
layers used to exchange the intended data with the
CN or the Application Server (AS). These layers are
dependent on the deployment purpose of the MN.
Thus they are user-specific and independent of the
rest of the layers needed to realize the mobility solu-
tion described below.

4.2.2 Network Layer

In this layer, we propose to use IPv6 for packet rout-
ing, and PMIPv6 to support node mobility when the
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MN carries out intra-domain mobility. We focus on
LoRaWAN and NB-IoT technologies since they are
the two leading technologies in LPWAN [35].

As we deal with LPWAN, LoRaWAN is considered
as a link-layer technology, i.e., the protocol stack de-
scribing it contains physical, data link, and appli-
cation layers. Thus adding a network layer for Lo-
RaWAN is achieved by adding IPv6 between data
link and application layers. Adding PMIPv6 to Lo-
RaWAN requires adding the required infrastructure
entities which are the LMA and the MAG.

For NB-IoT, the network layer is formerly exist-
ing in the protocol stack and is initiated by user or
control plane network attachment mode. The Serv-
ing Gateway (S-GW) in the user plane mode or the
Mobility Management Entity (MME) in the control
plane mode take the role of the MAG, and the Packet
Data Network Gateway (PDN-GW) takes the role of
the LMA as described in [36].

The exact details of the adapted network architec-
ture are explained in Subsection 4.3.

4.2.3 Adaptation Layer

This layer is added to overcome the drawbacks of
adding IPv6 for LPWANs. As discussed before, Lo-
RaWAN has payload length constraints, and adding
IPv6 leads to an overhead of 40 bytes per packet.
Therefore, we propose to add this adaptation layer
located between the network and the data link-layer
for LoRaWAN in order to perform the necessary com-
pression/decompression of IPv6 packets. This one is
carefully examined in other works as in [37] and [38].

For NB-IoT, the protocol stack already con-
tains an adaptation layer named the Protocol Data
Convergence Protocol (PDCP), which contains the
compression/de- compression mechanisms along with
the ciphering/de- ciphering mechanisms. For both
technologies, we propose SCHC [12] to be the packet
compression mechanism.

4.2.4 Lower layers

At this level, we find the data link and the physical
layers of LPWAN technologies. Figure 4 illustrates

Figure 4: Protocol stack for LoRaWAN and NB-IoT
technologies.

the proposed protocol stack over LoRaWAN and NB-
IoT technologies.

4.3 Network Architecture

4.3.1 Evolved LoRaWAN Architecture

In LoRaWAN, the main entities are the Gateway
(GW), the Network Server (NS) and the Join Server
(JS). In PMIPv6, the main entities are the MAG and
the LMA. In the following, we propose a network ar-
chitecture to integrate PMIPv6 with LoRaWAN.

The proposed network architecture is shown in Fig-
ure 5. Since NS is the anchor point of LoRaWAN
devices, where any data to be sent/received by a de-
vice should pass through the NS, we propose to place
the NS and the PMIPv6 LMA at the same functional
entity.

The challenge is in the deployment of MAG in Lo-
RaWAN, as we should take into consideration that
uplink data sent by the device to the NS are received
and forwarded by one or more GW at the same time,
whereas, downlink data sent by the NS to the de-
vice are routed through only one GW, which has the
best channel conditions. Besides, the device should
authenticate itself each time it attaches to a MAG
which adds a lot of unnecessary signaling if the MAG
is placed with each GW. Therefore, placing the MAG
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Figure 5: Evolved LoRaWAN network architecture.

with the GW is not efficient.

For the aforementioned reasons, we propose to add
a new entity called LoRa Mobile Access Gateway (Lo-
RaMAG) topologically placed between the NS and
the GWs. LoRaMAG has the MAG functions, and
responsible for the communication between the NS
and a predetermined set of GWs. Consequently, an
MN attached to LoRaWAN network through a set
of GWs can still move and send data without any
additional mobility mechanisms. At the same time,
this will reduce the NS processing to select the best
downlink path since downlink data should be simply
tunneled to LoRaMAG. The exact specifications of
how to select the GW sets are beyond the scope of
this work.

In addition, a new entity called the Authentica-
tion Server (AuS) is added to the LoRaWAN net-
work. The role of AuS is to authenticate the MN
with the MAG in some mobility cases as described
in Subsection 4.4. Authentication is achieved by the
execution of the authentication mechanism described
in Subsection 4.5.

In case of mobility between different LoRaMAGs,
the previous and next LoRaMAGs should execute

the PMI- Pv6 MN handoff procedure described in
Section 3, to update the NS Binding Cache Entry
(BCE). This leads to the redirection of the new data
through the new tunnel established with the next Lo-
RaMAG and to delete the old tunnel with the pre-
vious LoRaMAG. Regarding the MN, this process is
wholly transparent and does not need any new mo-
bility mechanisms.

4.3.2 NB-IoT Architecture

In NB-IoT, the main entities involved to establish
an Evolved Packet System (EPS) bearer with PDN-
GW are the eNB, S-GW, MME and the Home Sub-
scriber Server (HSS). For the operation of NB-IoT
with PMIP- v6, the architecture enhancements for
non-3GPP accesses release 16 [36] details the inte-
gration of NB-IoT with PMIPv6. In the specifica-
tions, S-GW plays the role of MAG of PMIPv6 do-
main, PDN-GW plays the role of the LMA, and the
MME in conjunction with HSS contributes to the MN
authentication. Network architecture for NB-IoT is
shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: NB-IoT network architecture.

We note that the proposed architecture has a little
impact on the NB-IoT architecture, and much more
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impact on LoRaWAN architecture.

4.4 Mobility Scenarios

According to the handoff type, several mobility sce-
narios can happen as summarized in Table 1. In Ta-
ble 1, we focus on 5 parameters: PBU, authentica-
tion, link-layer identifier, IPv6 address and SCHC
context. In all cases, we consider the mobility inside
the same operator coverage, i.e., intra-domain mo-
bility. However, the use of PMIPv6 adds a level to
the network hierarchy. Thus, two new types of hand-
off can happen, intra-MAG and inter-MAG handoff,
where the handoff is between the same or different
MAG entities.
Regarding the PBU message, it is not sent in ho-

mogeneous intra-MAG handoff, since the link-layer
identifier, the IPv6 address and the SCHC context
do not change, thus there is no need for any infor-
mation update in the MN BCE stored in the LMA.
However, inter-MAG handoff needs PBU since there
is a handoff between two MAGs, and heterogeneous
intra-MAG handoff needs a PBU to update the MN
BCE where the link-layer technology and identifier
are changed.
Regarding the authentication with the MAG, it is

not needed in intra-MAG handoff, since the hand-
off is between several GW or eNB coverages con-
nected to the same MAG. In addition, authentica-
tion is not needed in case of homogeneous inter-MAG
handoff since the link-layer identifier of the MN is
conserved and the MAG can verify its identity using
the technology-specific security protocol. However, in
case of heterogeneous inter-MAG handoff, since both
link-layer identifier and MAG are changed, it is not
possible to directly identify the MN and authentica-
tion is needed.
Regarding the link-layer identifier, it does not

change in homogeneous handoff since the used tech-
nology does not change, and the handoff is confined
inside the same operator coverage. However, hetero-
geneous handoff will lead necessarily to the change in
the link-layer identifier as it is assigned by the under-
lying technology.
Regarding the compression/decompression context

of the SCHC algorithm [12], the version, differential

service, flow label, next header, hop limit and desti-
nation address fields are usually static. In addition,
the use of PMIPv6 makes the source address quasi-
static, except in some cases when the MN obtains a
new address, thus the context will be altered slightly.

4.5 Proposed Authentication Scheme
for LoRaWAN

The proposed authentication scheme is used to solve
the authentication problem between the MN and Lo-
RaMAG described in Section 3 in case of inter-MAG
mobility. This scheme belongs to hash-based au-
thentication schemes, since we use a hash function
to achieve the authentication, without the need for
encryption/de- cryption, public/private keys, certifi-
cates and signatures.

In the first place, AuS holds two secret keys X and
Y, and a database containing records that contain:

• IDi : identifier of MNi.

• ni : attachment try.

• Xi : key ‘Xi’ of MNi.

• Yi : key ‘Yi’ of MNi.

This scheme consists of two phases: the registra-
tion phase executed at the time of device deployment,
and the authentication phase executed when the de-
vice performs the handoff procedure and needs to au-
thenticate with the next LoRaMAG.

4.5.1 Registration Phase

During this phase, the MN associated with
K LPWAN technologies generates its IDi =
H( ∥ K

j=1 IDTechj ). For example, if MNi uses
only LoRaWAN and NB-IoT, its identifier will be
IDi = H(DevEUI ∥ IMSI).

Therefore, AuS generates two secret keys and pre-
shares them securely with the MN. These two keys
are:

• Xi = H(H(X)⊕ IDi).

• Yi = H(H(Y )⊕ IDi).

9
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Table 1: Mobility scenarios.
# Handoff type MAG PBU Authentication L2 ID IPv6 Address SCHC Context

1
Homogeneous

Intra ✗ ✗
Invariable

Invariable

2 Inter ✓ ✗ May vary

3
Heterogeneous

Intra ✓ ✗
Variable

Invariable

4 Inter ✓ ✓ May vary

4.5.2 Authentication Phase

The authentication exchanges between the MN, the
LoRaMAG and the AuS are shown in Figure 7.

(1) MNi gets the current timestamp T1, calculates
the hash key of the current attachment try Ki =
H(Xi)
⊕H(Yi) and the message integrity code MIC1 =
H(IDi ∥ T1 ∥ Ki), then sends an authen-
tication request to AuS containing M1 =
{IDi ∥ T1 ∥ MIC1} through LoRaMAG.

(2) LoRaMAG receives the authentication request
then forwards it to AuS.

(3) AuS checks the timestamp T1 if it is within the
acceptable time range. Based on the IDi, AuS
gets Xi, Yi from the database then calculates the
hash key Ki = H(Xi) ⊕ H(Yi) and MIC ′

1 =
H(IDi ∥ T1

∥ Ki). If MIC ′
1 = MIC1, the MN message is

authenticated by the AuS. The AuS generates a
random number V and sends it over the secure
link to the LoRaMAG along with IDi.

(4) AuS calculates W = V ⊕ H(Ki) then AuS gets
the current timestamp T2, calculates
MIC2 = H(IDi ∥ T2 ∥ W ∥ Ki) and sends the
request response for the MN containing M2 =
{IDi

∥ T2 ∥ W ∥ MIC2} through LoRaMAG.

(5) LoRaMAG receives the random number V and
the authentication response which is forwarded
to the MN.

(6) The MN checks the timestamp T2 if it is within
the acceptable time range. Then it calculates
MIC ′

2 = H(IDi ∥ T2 ∥ W ∥ Ki). If MIC ′
2 =

MIC2, the AuS message is authenticated by the
MN. After that, to get the random number V ,
the MN calculates V = W ⊕H(Ki).

(7) LoRaMAG gets the current timestamp T3, cal-
culates MIC3 = H(IDi ∥ T3 ∥ V ) and sends
M3 = {IDi ∥ T3 ∥ MIC3} to MN.

(8) The MN checks the timestamp T3 if it is within
the acceptable time range. Then it calculates
MIC ′

3 = H(IDi ∥ T3 ∥ V ). If MIC ′
3 = MIC3,

LoRaMAG is authenticated by the MN.

(9) The MN gets the timestamp T4, calculates
MIC4 = H(IDi ∥ T4 ∥ V ) and sends for Lo-
RaMAG M4 = {IDi ∥ T4 ∥ MIC4}.

(10) LoRaMAG checks the timestamp T4 if it is within
the acceptable time range. Then LoRaMAG cal-
culates MIC ′

4 = H(IDi ∥ T4 ∥ V ). If MIC ′
4 =

MIC4, the MN is also authenticated by Lo-
RaMAG.

(11) The AuS updates the database record
{IDi, ni ←− ni + 1, Xi ←− H(Xi), Yi ←−
H(Yi)}. At the same time, the MN updates the
two memory registers containing the secret keys
by saving Xi ←− H(Xi), Yi ←− H(Yi).

4.5.3 Resource Considerations

LPWANs have limitations in terms of storage, pay-
load length, message exchange and energy consump-
tion. These limitations mainly concern the MN. The
other entities in the network do not have such limi-
tations.

Regarding the payload length, the maximum pay-
load length is 115 bytes for LoRaWAN (for a spread-
ing factor = 9 and a bandwidth = 125 kHZ), and
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Figure 7: Message exchange during the authentication phase.

1600 bytes for NB-IoT. In the authentication scheme,
the longest message is the authentication response
M2 sent by the AuS to MN, where we have IDi, W ,
T2, and MIC2. The timestamp length (LTS) should
be between 7 to 13 bytes [39], we choose LTS = 10
Bytes. We propose that IDi length (LID) is equal
to 4 Bytes. W and MIC2 lengths are equal to hash
length (LH). Therefore, the LH chosen should fit the
following condition:

4 + 10 + 2× LH < 115Bytes⇒ LH < 50Bytes.

This condition can be met easily with any kind of
secure hash algorithm (SHA-1, SHA-224, SHA-256,
SHA-384). SHA-1 and SHA-224 are not considered
secure, thus we propose to use SHA-256 or SHA-384.
Taking into account the energy consumption limita-
tion, we propose to use SHA-256 hash algorithm, thus
the hash length is LH = 256Bits = 32Bytes.
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Regarding the storage needed, MN has to hold its
IDi, Xi and Yi at long term. At the runtime of the
authentication scheme, the MN should hold V and
Ki. Thus the needed storage is equal to LID, and
two times LH at the long term, and two times LH at
the runtime. Thus the needed storage is 132Bytes.

Regarding the message exchange, the MN sends
in total 2 uplink messages and receives 2 downlink
messages which is appropriate for LPWAN.

4.6 NB-IoT to LoRaWAN Mobility
Scenario

In Figure 8, we show detailed message exchanges for
an MN performing heterogeneous inter-MAG mobil-
ity scenario, i.e., moving from NB-IoT eNB to Lo-
RaWAN GW connected to different MAGs. All these
MAGs are connected to the same LMA or operator.

The PMIPv6 domain consists of:

• NB-IoT network containing mainly: eNBs, S-
GW acting as a MAG, PDN-GW and MME.

• LoRaWAN network containing: GWs, JS, Lo-
RaMAG and NS.

• AuS and LMA.

At the first time, the MN is under the coverage
of the NB-IoT network, thus it sends an attach re-
quest and completes the attach procedure described
in [36]. During this procedure, the MN is attached
to PMIPv6 domain, and obtains its link-layer iden-
tity, its IPv6 address, and the compression context
for SCHC algorithm used to compress the headers of
IPv6 packets. If the MN sends application data to
the CN, these data are encapsulated in IPv6 pack-
ets which are compressed by the SCHC algorithm.
These data are sent over radio bearer to eNB which
forwards them to S-GW using S1 interface. S-GW
having the decompression context, decompresses the
packet header and rebuilds the original IPv6 header,
then S-GW tunnels data to PDN-GW. PDN-GW re-
moves the tunnel header, then forwards the original
packet to the CN.

At this level, the MN moves away from the cover-
age of NB-IoT network, thus S-GWwill detect the de-
tachment and send DeReg PBU to PDN-GW. At the

same time, the MN tries to attach with another net-
work, and as it is supporting LoRaWAN technology,
it sends a join request to GWs which forward it to NS
through LoRaMAG. After that, MN completes the
LoRaWAN attachment procedure described in [17].
Right away, the MN obtains its LoRaWAN identity
which is a link-layer identity. The LoRaMAG de-
tects MN attachment, which also tries to rejoin the
PMIPv6 by sending a Rtr Sol message, this needs
to authenticate the MN with LoRaMAG. The au-
thentication mechanism described in Subsection 4.5
is executed between AuS, MN and LoRaMAG. If the
MN is authenticated, LoRaMAG sends PBU that up-
dates the BCE fields in LMA (which is the NS in this
case). The updated fields are the link-layer identifier,
the tunnel interface identifier, the access technology
type, and the timestamp value. The link local ad-
dress may be updated later if the MN obtains a new
address. In this way, the NS will reply with PBA to
LoRaMAG, which replies with Rtr Adv to MN which
in turn can retain or reconfigure its IPv6 address.
The SCHC context may vary in this case if the MN
changes its IPv6 address. After finishing this proce-
dure, data can be sent from MN to LoRaMAG en-
capsulated and compressed in packets, which tunnels
them to NS. The NS removes the tunnel headers, and
finally forwards them to the CN.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND
EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the proposed solution
based on the performance and provided security fea-
tures. Performance is evaluated according to several
network metrics, and verified by simulation using NS-
3. Security evaluation is realized based on common
attacks, mobility-related attacks, and by using the
Automated Validation of Internet Security Protocols
and Applications (AVISPA) tool [40].

Abbreviations used in the following sections are described
in Table 2.
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Figure 8: NB-IoT to LoRaWAN mobility scenario.

5.1 Performance Evaluation

5.1.1 Cost Analysis

We consider three main metrics to evaluate the per-
formance of our solution: the handoff latency, the
number of operations performed by the MN and the
signaling overhead. Our solution consists of three

main adopted methods: PMIPv6 for mobility man-
agement, SCHC for IPv6 header compression, and
the authentication mechanism to provide secure ac-
cess to PMIPv6 domain.

The handoff latency introduced by our solution
compared to PMIPv6 solution is the authentication
time TAuth. The compression/decompression time is
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Table 2: Abbreviations and descriptions.

Abb. Description

LTS Timestamp length
LH Hash length
LID Mobile node identity length
TAuth Time of the authentication mechanism
TP Processing time
TIP Time over IP link
TR Time over radio link
TH Time of one hash operation
T⊕ Time of one xor operation
T|| Time of one concatenation operation
Rb Data rate over radio link
τ Channel Delay
SOAuth Signaling overhead
N Number of gateways per LoRaMAG
OL2 Link layer overhead

included when sending/receiving data thus it does
not contribute to handoff latency.

As described before, several steps are executed to
complete the authentication mechanism. The overall
authentication mechanism time is expressed in equa-
tion (1). TP , expressed in equation (2), is the time
needed to perform the hash, xor and concatenation
operations which is highly dependent on the used pro-
cessor. TIP is the time needed to transmit the mes-
sages over the IP link between the MAG and the AuS
and is considered to be constant as it is related to the
established link. TR is the time needed to transmit
the messages over the radio link between the MN and
the MAG. TR is expressed in function of Rb in equa-
tion (3). Equation derivations are shown in appendix
A.

TAuth = TP + TIP + TR (1)

TP = 16TH + 4T⊕ + 26T|| (2)

TR =
2368

Rb
+ 4τ (3)

However, the operations performed by the MN are
9TH , 2T⊕, and 13T||.

Regarding the signaling overhead added by the au-
thentication mechanism over the network, we suppose
a network with N GWs connected to LoRaMAG, and
a direct link between LoRaMAG and the AuS. Uplink
data in LoRaWAN are forwarded through N GWs
to LoRaMAG. SOAuth is the overhead added by the
authentication mechanism and expressed in equation
(4).

SOAuth = (2N + 7)LID + (2N + 6)LTS+

(2N + 8)LH

(4)

In Table 3 below, we show the signaling overhead
for several values of N .

Table 3: Signaling overhead for several values of N.

N SOAuth (Bytes)

2 528
3 620
4 712
5 804

LID = 4Bytes, LTS = 10Bytes, LH = 32Bytes

5.1.2 NS-3 Simulation

We used NS-3 to evaluate the performance by simu-
lation. The simulation scenario consists of three enti-
ties: MN, LoRaMAG and AuS. Between the MN and
the LoRaMAG, we tried to establish a LoRaWAN
radio link while an IP link is set up between the Lo-
RaMAG and the AuS. We considered direct links be-
tween LoRaMAG and connected GWs that forward
uplink and downlink data. The IPv6 protocol stack
is installed for all nodes in the network, thus the MN
communication with the AS is IP-based. MN is try-
ing to authenticate itself to the PMIPv6 domain us-
ing the previously described authentication mecha-
nism.

The evaluation of the performance is dependent
on several link-layer characteristics, thus we tried to
assess the impact of the change in these characteris-
tics which are the data rate (Rb) used for the radio
communication between the MN and the LoRaMAG,
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and the channel delay (τ) introduced when perform-
ing the authentication. The considered Rb are that
used in LPWAN technologies which are in the range
of 20 and 200 kbps. τ is considered between 10 and
100 ms [41]. The source codes of the implementation
can be found in [42].

To be more adequate, we checked the burden of
each step of the authentication mechanism. For that,
we logged the time needed to execute each step by
running the simulation 100 times at each Rb from 20
to 200 kbps. Then we calculated the mean of each
step duration over 100 times, after that, we traced
the plots of each step duration for the Rb range. The
results are shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Duration of each authentication step for
variable data rates.

From the results shown in Figure 9, we note that
at low Rb, the TAuth reaches 186 ms. The most oc-
curring steps over time are steps 2 and 6 through 11
which consist the mutual authentication between MN
and LoRaMAG, and between the MN and AuS, and
the key update mechanism. This is due to three rea-
sons. The first is that the MN is contributing essen-
tially to these steps which have low processing power.
The second is due to the fact that the communica-
tion is performed over radio link which is considered
slower than the IP link between the LoRaMAG and
the AuS. For the last, these steps require performing
hashing which needs more time than forwarding mes-

sages as in other steps. At higher Rb supported by
LPWANs, TAuth goes below 65 ms which is consid-
ered affordable for LPWAN handoff.

To validate our simulation results with equation 1,
we consider that TIP and TP are independent of the
radio link. TIP changes according to the IP link be-
tween LoRaMAG and AuS, and TP is dependent on
the processing power of the used processor. There-
fore, we consider essentially TR expressed in equation
3. We logged the total time over the radio link which
is the time to transmit M1,M2,M3 and M4 over the
radio link between MN and LoRaMAG. Thus, TR by
simulation is the sum of these logged times. Then
we plot the simulation results along with equation 3
in Figure 10. The figure shows the validity of the
obtained results.
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Figure 10: Results validation for radio link delay:
theoretical versus simulation results for variable data
rates.

Regarding the channel delay τ , we run the same
simulation but we varied τ which is the delay added
by the channel when transmitting/receiving data by
the MN. The only considered time in this simulation
is the TAuth (shown in the last step in Figure 9). Thus
we varied τ between 10 to 100 ms and we logged the
TAuth for Rb between 20 to 200 kbps, the results are
shown in Figure 11. The results show that the τ is
linearly added to TAuth as shown in equation 1. This
is because we have 4 messages exchanged over the
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radio link, and from equation 3, τ is added to TR

multiplied by a factor of 4, thus adding 10 ms of τ
increases the TR by 40 ms which increases TAuth by
40 ms.
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Figure 11: Authentication time for variable data
rates and channel delays.

5.2 Security Evaluation

5.2.1 Security Analysis

We evaluate the security of our proposed solution ac-
cording to several security issues as shown below:

1. Confidentiality: We distinguish between two ele-
ments of confidentiality: data confidentiality and
signaling message confidentiality. For data con-
fidentiality, we rely on the application or higher
layers for data encryption, as in LoRaWAN we
have the key established between the MN and the
AS (or the CN) to secure the session data. In NB-
IoT, the PDCP consists of a sub-layer for data ci-
phering/deciphering where key agreement is per-
formed at the network attachment phase. Thus
data confidentiality is provided by the used tech-
nology. For signaling message confidentiality, this
is related to mobility and discussed later. In the
authentication scheme, although there is no en-
cryption mechanism used, confidential data such

as the hash key and long term keys are never re-
vealed to any entity other than the MN and the
AuS, and the secret variable V is still secret in all
exchanged signaling messages.

2. Message integrity: integrity of each message of the
authentication mechanism is ensured by the added
MIC field. MIC1 and MIC3 use the hash key Ki

only known by the MN and the AuS. MIC2 and
MIC4 use V as hash key, which is known by the
LoRaMAG since AuS sends it, and known by the
MN performing the xor of W with H(Ki), and
since Ki is only known by the MN and the AuS,
no one is able to reveal the value of V . Thus, all
signaling messages are integrity protected.

3. Mutual authentication: entities participating in
the authentication mechanism authenticate each
other on the MIC generated from a certain hash
key. Three security associations needing mutual
authentication exist: between MN and AuS, AuS
and LoRaMAG, MN and LoRaMAG. The first is
ensured by Ki only known to MN and AuS. The
second is considered an assumption as specified
in PMIPv6 specification. The third is ensured
using V exchanged securely, thus when the MN
checks MIC3 and verifies that the same V sent by
AuS is used by LoRaMAG, MN authenticates Lo-
RaMAG, and the same is performed with MIC4

to authenticate the MN by LoRaMAG.

4. Key freshness: at the end of each attachment
try ni, the MN and the AuS update the regis-
ters and database records containing Xi and Yi

For that, in the next attachment try (ni + 1),
the hash key used Ki is quite different from the
previous Ki. This protect the key generation if
a LoRaMAG becomes malicious, which will be
able to extract H(Ki) from the received V and
the listened W . LoRaMAG is not able to get
Ki as hash functions are irreversible. In any
case, if current Ki is revealed, next Ki cannot
be deduced, since Ki = H(Xi) ⊕ H(Yi) which is
̸= H(Ki) = H(H(Xi)⊕H(Yi)). Thus an attacker
should reveal Xi and Yi separately, which is com-
putationally infeasible.
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5. Replay attack: briefly, each exchanged signaling
message contains a timestamp field, thus each re-
ceiver should check the message freshness before
processing it to prevent replay attacks.

6. Denial of service: to prevent an MN to send ran-
domly, AuS exploits the attachment try number
ni associated with each MN identified by its IDi.
AuS can deploy an algorithm that takes as input
several parameters like the MN velocity, network
coverage and other parameters to calculate the
mobility frequency which will be used as a thresh-
old. If the increase of ni, i.e., the authentication
request frequency is greater than the excepted mo-
bility frequency, AuS can consider it a malicious
device and stop responding to its authentication
requests. The exact specifications of the afore-
mentioned algorithm are outside the scope of this
paper.

7. Spoofing signaling message: signaling messages
are ensured to be integrity protected by the sender
and origin authenticated by the receiver. An at-
tacker cannot send a signaling message on behalf
of any entity in the network.

8. Address squatting, spoofing, and old address con-
trol: since the MN authenticates itself when mov-
ing in the PMIPv6 domain, the network is aware
of its address using the BCE saved in the LMA.
This prevents an MN to squat and spoof other
node addresses, and an MN retains its old address
when moving in the same domain.

9. Context alteration: In this solution, the SCHC
compression/decompression context is saved and
managed by the SCHC algorithm and considered
to be tamper-resistant [12].

5.2.2 AVISPA Evaluation

To evaluate the security of our authentication
scheme, we used AVISPA software which performs
automated validation of internet security proto-
cols. AVISPA contains four sub-components to
derive the results regarding the implemented pro-
tocol using the High Level Protocol Specification

Language (HLPSL). These four sub-components are
On-the-Fly Model-Checker (OFMC), CL-based At-
tack Searcher (CL-AtSe), SAT-based Model -Checker
(SATMC) and Tree Automata-based Protocol Anal-
yser (TA4SP). AVISPA implementation of our au-
thentication mechanism can be found in [43]. Run-
ning AVISPA using the implemented codes shows
that our mechanism is secure as illustrated in Fig-
ure 12.

Figure 12: AVISPA validation of the authentication
mechanism.

6 SOLUTIONS COMPAR-
ISON AND REQUIRE-
MENTS FULFILMENT

In this section, we compare our mobility solution with
the solutions proposed by Sharma et al. [32], Ayoub
et al. [24] and Ayoub et al. [25] introduced in Section
2, in addition to the comparison with PMIPv6 [16].
Furthermore, we show how our solution fulfills the
requirements presented in Section 4. The main pa-
rameters evaluated in the comparison are: adopted
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methods, performance evaluation and security fea-
tures.
In [32], the adopted methods was to provide se-

cure cross-layer handover protocol for Fast PMIPv6
in conjunction with the use of MIH for heterogeneous
handoff scenarios in 5G communications. While in
[24], the adopted methods was to provide session con-
tinuity for device mobility using MIPv6-based com-
munication in addition to the use of a variant of
SCHC compression algorithm with route optimiza-
tion to reduce latency in LPWAN technologies. The
work described in [25] was the extension of [24] to
provide media-independent handoff between differ-
ent LPWAN technologies by introducing the adaptive
layer services and the mobility management server.
Regarding the performance evaluation, the hand-

off latency in PMIPv6 is between 100 and 160 ms for
τ = 10 ms channel delay [32] and reaches 350 ms at
τ = 60 ms [44]. In [32], the added handoff latency is
between 50 ms at low τ and reaches 120 ms at high
τ which will lead to an average handoff latency be-
tween 150 and 470 ms at Rb = 8 Mbps. In [24], the
use of MSCHC and MIPv6 with route optimization
for packets after the handoff leads to high handoff la-
tency that reaches 7.41 seconds, but the used Rb was
about 100 kbps, which is used in LPWANs. The per-
formance is optimized in the work extension [25] to
reach about 2.6 seconds using the media-independent
handoff functions. However, in our solution, the
added handoff latency was the authentication time
which is about 110 ms atRb = 100 kbps and decreases
to about 100 ms at Rb = 200 kbps for τ = 10 ms.
Thus, the overall handoff latency is the authentica-
tion time added to PMIPv6 latency which is between
200 ms and 210 ms for τ = 10 ms. Thus we achieved
competitive results with [32] where the used Rb is 80
times our Rb. Moreover, signaling is affordable in our
solution where it grows linearly with the number of
gateways per LoRaMAG, and is comparable to [32]
where it is linear to the number of hops used but
more signaling messages are used.
Regarding security features provided in each solu-

tion, [24] and its extension [25] did not consider se-
curity issues that can confront their solutions. How-
ever, in [32] and in our work, we provide secure ac-
cess to the PMIPv6 by the proposition of an authen-

tication mechanism which is evaluated using Bur-
rows–Abadi–Needham (BAN) [45] logic and AVISPA
for [32], and using security analysis for common se-
curity attacks and AVISPA for our work. Table 4
summarizes the different features of each mobility so-
lution.

Finally, our proposed solution met the require-
ments presented in Section 4. Signaling is mini-
mized in our solution as already shown, and over-
head is reduced using SCHC algorithm to com-
press the IPv6 header. Besides, our solution is op-
erational with current protocols since it is based
on IPv6, which ensures also global accessibility.
Secure access and authentication are provided
by the authentication mechanism.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new secure mobility
solution for LPWANs based on PMIPv6 to man-
age intra-domain mobility. In addition, we used a
packet compression algorithm called SCHC to over-
come the drawbacks of adding IPv6 over LPWANs
having strict resource constraints. Moreover, a new
proposed authentication mechanism is deployed to
provide secure access to PMIPv6 domain. After the
proposition of the solution, we evaluated its security
and performance using several tools that prove the
improvements brought by our solution compared to
others proposed in the literature. Improvements in-
clude the low handoff latency, the reduced signaling
overhead and the compatibility with LPWAN. Fu-
ture work may study the deployment of LoRaMAG
and the selection of GWs set connected to each Lo-
RaMAG. In addition, inter-domain authentication is
not covered in this paper, thus future work may study
the problem of inter-domain authentication based on
the current scheme.
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A Cost Analysis

TM1
R =

LM1

Rb
+ τ =

LID + LTS + LH +OL2

Rb
+ τ

TM2
R =

LM2

Rb
+ τ =

LID + LW + LTS + LH +OL2
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+ τ

TM3
R = TM4

R =
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R
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4LID + 4LTS + 5LH + 4OL2
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+ 4τ =

2368
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+ 4τ

Table 5: Numerical values

Variable Length (Bytes)

LID 4
LTS 10
LH 32
OL2 20
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